The Loyalty Leverage

Increase revenue
through loyalty

A TravelSky Company

Summary

Over the past number of years, Loyalty Programmes have grown as
significant revenue streams for travel companies and become a powerful
tool for customer retention. Successful Loyalty Programmes require a
combination of advanced technology and age-old retailing techniques.
Loyalty today is about going back to the basic roots and origins of retailing
and developing a keen understanding of the customer’s needs. The insight
and communication capabilities provided by Loyalty Programmes can help
travel brands achieve retention in a crowded and commoditised business.

Defining Loyalty
There are topics that get a lot of attention in
the travel business. Customer experience, for
example. It’s on everyone’s mind these days,
appropriately so. The importance of mobile
doesn’t get talked about as much as it should,
but its gaining more in terms of importance.
But the topic that rarely gets as much attention
as it deserves is loyalty. “Customer retention”,
“customer stickiness” – whatever it’s called, it
still doesn’t obsess airline management nearly
enough. Because loyalty can change the game.
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In a traditional travel business, the customer buys a seat on a flight or
a package, and it is up to the travel brand to try and convince them to
buy again in the future. Seen through the lens of loyalty, the picture
changes. Repeat customers are the lifeblood of any travel business,
but customers can be fickle. Loyalty Programmes change customer
behaviour through reward. As a result, it? Can transform a travel
company from a transaction-based model to a more lasting, mutually
beneficial one in which the business improves their own revenues and
margins by improving their customer’s lives. Loyalty Programmes can
offer something beyond the allure of just another commoditised seat
on a flight, by engaging customers in a deeper relationship.
Unlike other industries, travel is an excellent means for connecting
with members on an emotional level. Unlike electrical goods and other
commodities, travel inspires, excites and as such has a significant
potential to positively connect with loyal customers.
Indeed, Loyalty Programmes represent something far beyond a mere
programme. When implemented correctly, they engage individual
members in a relationship that ensures that remaining loyal goes
beyond the inconvenience of a connecting flight or the hassle of
occasional poor service. That’s where the real bonus of a proper
Loyalty Strategy comes to the fore.
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3 Ways to Use Loyalty to
Engage your Customer
and Build Revenue
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Customer Insights Through Data
There is a hidden secret to Loyalty Programmes. And that secret is data. Of course, a
Loyalty Programme builds bonds with customers by providing benefits – reward points,
discounts and other enticements – but the true driver behind a successful modern
programme is the detailed information the programme captures on travel consumers.
A good Loyalty Programme provides a sophisticated means of tracking every
transaction between a customer and an airline, so that the data can then
be analysed to better understand the buyer’s habits and needs.
This data creates a profile, identifies preference and allows for transactional data to
be mined for insights to further personalise the customer experience. By widening
the scope of your Loyalty or Frequent Flyer Programme, and forging commercial
partnerships, you can benefit from an increased volume of data gathered across
multiple touchpoints, which can create more optimised experiences for your members
and more accurate targeting increased for your brand and those of your partners.
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Customer Behaviour Insights to Change Behaviour
Gathering data offers a unique opportunity to gain more insights about the customer’s
behaviour. A Loyalty Programme’s primary objective is to change customer
behaviour through reward. This means increasing customer engagement to the
airline by incentivising purchase (adding value) and keeping customers engaged
through recognition and the anticipation of a future event (redemption).
A 2015 Harris poll found that a majority of members consider travel related Loyalty
Programmes useful and impacts their choices. 73% of hotel programme members
said that it impacts their decision of which hotel to stay at either a great deal or
somewhat. Three-quarters of airline programme members said the same about their
choice of airline. Loyalty Programmes can collect customer data, track behaviour and
determine which customers to focus resources on to maximise returns, reduce overall
marketing costs, and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of marketing efforts.
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Driving new growth and revenue opportunities
Not only do Loyalty Programmes provide a platform to influence travel purchasing
behaviour, but consumers are seeing loyalty programmes as a strong indicator of
a trustworthy business.
As the importance of retaining customers increases, it is also critical to
increase customer spending and Loyalty Programmes have proved to be a
very effective channel to cross sell and upsell additional products.
If you have the opportunity to scale this opportunity, you can really turn your Loyalty
Programme into an impactful revenue generator. By integrating relevant and attractive
partners in a programme, they can be turned into a revenue generating ‘powerhouse’. Many
airlines create revenue by selling points to their brand partners turning them into healthy
profit centres. Ancillary revenue consultancy, Ideaworks, estimates that some airlines are
bringing 50% of their revenue from the sale of miles or points non-airline partners.
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Developing the Range of Rewards in a Loyalty Programme
Get the Right Range of Rewards in place

Get the Right Redemption Policies in place

Travel consistently ranks amongst the most sought-after rewards, as it
enables members to enjoy an experience removed from their everyday
lives, as travel is such a compelling proposition.

There are many metrics that measure the success of a Loyalty
Programme. To measure the success of a Loyalty Programme,
the first condition is to ensure you have the right travel redemption
strategy in place. Redemption associates positive emotions with
your brand and your loyalty programme, and can also increase
accumulation and engagement rates. Loyalty programme members
who redeem points to obtain rewards are more likely to continue, or
increase, their spending and use of the underlying product or service
and stay engaged with the programme and brand longer.

Whilst flights are a highly attractive benefit, it is important to develop
a wide range of rewards in order to differentiate your proposition from
the competition. For example, to attract members, you need to offer
a distinct range of attainable travel rewards to complement every
member’s needs, not just seats. These can include a range of travel
products (flights, hotels, car, insurance, transfers, destination activities
and packages) from multiple suppliers. In addition, it is possible to offer
points for activities other than purchases, for signing up or birthday
bonus points.
Forging commercial partnerships with other suppliers, particularly
grocery, fuel and banks / credit card companies, gives Loyalty
Programme members more opportunities to accumulate points, outside
of the confines of the main programme, ensuring choice, front-of-mind
and longevity.
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Loyalty Programmes aim to change customer behaviour, but this
can only be achieved by entering into a long term relationship with
members and by rewarding them. However, members can’t redeem if
they can’t accumulate. The biggest customer pain point is not earning
rewards fast enough, often caused by the lack of opportunities to
spend enough with the loyalty brand.
In addition, many Loyalty Programmes are criticised for being too
complex. If members cannot understand the Loyalty Programme and
how it works, they will fail to successfully engage. Simplicity is the key.
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Case Studies:
Discovery in South Africa

eBucks in South Africa

With over 5.1 million clients, Discovery is an insurance company
whose purpose and ambition are achieved through a pioneering
business model that incentivises people to be healthier, and enhances
and protects their lives. Discovery Vitality is a programme which
encourages members to improve their quality of life and reduce their
long-term medical costs, by rewarding them for healthy behaviour,
from as completing an online health assessment and consulting with
a health professional, to participating in outdoor sporting events and
giving up smoking.

Kulua.com is the travel redemption partner for eBucks, the rewards
programme for First National Bank, the biggest bank in the South
African market. Unlike Vitality which is a tiered system, eBucks is a
points reward system for credit card usage.

The economics behind Discovery Vitality are simple: the
healthier their member base, the less Discovery have to pay out.

Kulula has created a white label version of their B2C website for
eBucks where members can redeem their virtual eBucks currency for
travel purchases. eBucks is also using travel rewards to drive adoption
of other FNB products amongst their customer base. By increasing
spend as an FNB customer, adopting more FNB products and having
a higher earning potential, members move up through a tier structure
and benefit from higher levels of co-contributions (discounts).

A member moves up and down tiers based on the number of points
earned, and their status level unlocks rewards for travel or cocontributions from Vitality. For example, members can get savings of
up to 35% (soon to increase to 100%) on a set number of local and
international flights and up to 25% on local car hire. Vitality members
(with a Discovery Card) enjoy up to 50% on holiday accommodation
and get up to 22% cash back on holiday packages.
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The Four Steps to an effective Loyalty Programme
by utilising Personalisation and Lifecycle Management

Offer a broad portfolio of rewards
that have the ability to motivate
and change the behaviour of
different customers over time.

Track customer’s through their
lifecycle with your travel brand.

Gather profile, preference,
transactional and behavioural
data that delivers insights into
personal motivation and need.

Develop personalisation and
tailored communications.

Choosing a Loyalty Programme Platform
To maximise loyalty, best practice is to offer
Loyalty Programme members access to rewards
based on where they are in their relationship with
you, and communicate the right offer, in the right
way at the right time. This is where personalised
promotions, with accurate, real-time redemption
pricing comes into play. A good redemption
retailing platform will enable you to control all
elements of your redemption offering across all
channels and touchpoint. In choosing a Loyalty
Programme Platform, travel brands should look for
the following functionalities:
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A capability to manage all content from different
suppliers to ensure a great user experience –
regardless of product source.

A pricing engine that supports the individual business
model of the travel brand, particularly the pricing
model, including: fixed, dynamic, transparent or
opaque pricing models.

Direct on-the-fly control at the fingertips of the
users of the offering, including price, margins
and discounts.

Routing functionality to ensure that preferred
partners get preference for redemption to
the right customers.
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The Future of Loyalty
With technology offering more opportunities
to identify customers, Loyalty Programmes of
the future will need to enable a broader range of
interactions with travel brands. Personalisation
and customisation will ensure the correct
elements of customer experience are delivered
to the right customers.

Three Steps to guarantee
the ‘Loyalty Leverage’
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Successful Loyalty Programmes will look to minimise the impact and
effort and make identifying a customer a seamless part of the shopping
experience. Whilst the ubiquitous ‘card’ is still the norm, that functional
necessity of carrying around a wallet full of cards to be recognised as a
customer is set to be a thing of the past.
Customers will use easier options such as smartphones to engage with
their preferred travel brands by integrating the programme with their
existing habits and behaviours.
The real power of loyalty in the future will be the power of technology
to enable customers to have a voice and to be heard. This will, in turn,
allow Loyalty Programmes to be more aligned to customer experience
by becoming an enabler and a channel for creating connections with
customers on a personal level.

The Fundamentals of Loyalty have not changed
The fundamental core of a Loyalty Programme is always the same: they are a way of
identifying customers and understanding what customers are doing. They are still
perform that fundamental role even when competing in an omni-channel world.
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Think ‘Retail’, not ‘Travel
Loyalty schemes offer retailers a way to stand out from just offering the lowest prices.
Airlines are no different. Just like retailers collect data from Loyalty Programmes to help
them make smarter decisions on everything from where to open a new store to pulling
the plug on dying brands, travel brands can do the same. Many travel brands offers
little promise for any form of emotional engagement and have essentially commoditised
themselves through price. Travel brands are different – they need to think like retailers.

Engage the Customer like a retailer
3
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The most important part of Loyalty is customer engagement. Real retailers ask themselves,
‘how do I create a partnership with the consumer?’ instead of trying to pull one over
on them. Instead of using a Loyalty Programme as a way of ambushing a customer,
successful travel brands should aim to connect with their customers at all levels.
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Who we are
Here at OpenJaw, we transform travel companies into travel
retailers. The OpenJaw Platform, t-Retail, is the most powerful and
comprehensive travel retailing platform available providing travel
companies everything they need to retail all travel products to realise
increase revenue and enable redemption. Our customers, who include
some of the world’s travel brands, agree with us.

What’s our ‘secret sauce’?
OpenJaw believe that retailing is fuelling a revolution in how travel
is purchased. Using the t-Retail platform, you have the ability to
differentiate your travel brand by creating an unlimited combination
of offers that competitors cannot match, establish direct relationships
with suppliers, while avoiding all integration challenges and its
available, right at your fingertips, from your own screen. Finally, you
retain 100% control of your customer, by owning all of the customer
behavioural and transactional data. This, guarantees that you deliver a
personalised, tailored experience to every customer, every time.

Why work with us
We know what matters most in travel. So, we have created the most
powerful technology platform in travel today: t-Retail. And it gives travel
and loyalty brands everything they need to retail travel products to
increase revenue and enable redemption. The world’s greatest travel
and loyalty brands, seem to agree.

Contact us
t. +353 (0) 1 525 7100
e. info@openjawtech.com
openjawtech.com

